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Abstract. Spatial patternsof tree species were studied in a
50-ha tropicalrain forest plot in the Pasoh forest, Malaysia.
This forest is characterizedby a high diversity and very high
numberof rarespecies. Out of the 745 species occurringwith
> five individuals, 80.4 % had an aggregated distribution,
19.5%were randomlydistributedandone species had a regular distribution.The spatialpatternsof rarevs. common species, juvenile vs. adult trees, and coarse vs. fine scales were
compared. Rare species are generally less aggregated than
common ones and most of the randomlydistributedspecies
are rare. Spatial patternsshift from high clumping to looser
intensityor randomdistributionwhen moving fromjuveniles
to adultsfor the same species. No adulttree species display a
regular pattern,however. Regular distributionswere rarely
found; this is probablydue to intraspecificcompetition at a
local scale. Thereis a negative correlationbetween per capita
deathrate and populationdensity.
This study suggests that the Pasoh forest and its high
diversity are subjected to multiple controlling factors, e.g.,
topography,spacing effect, density-dependentprocesses and
species rarity.The importanceof any factor changes across
spatialand temporalscales.
Keywords: Donnelly statistic;Pasoh Forest; Spatialpattern;
Species diversity.
Nomenclature: Ng (1978, 1979); Whitmore(1972, 1973).
Introduction
Point pattern analysis of species in a community can
be used to detect the spatial arrangement of individuals
and to generate hypotheses as to the possible underlying
processes controlling the observed structure. In some
communities, such as temperate forests and tundra, a
single dominant regime may drive the forest towards a
single type of spatial pattern (Pielou 1960; Chapin et al.
1989). However, such cases have rarely, if ever, been
observed in tropical rain forests. Instead, these forests
are subjected to multiple controlling mechanisms, for

instance intra and interspecific competition, predation,
niche differentiation, suitability of locations, disturbance
and stochastic recruitment (Janzen 1970; Connell 1971,
1978; Hubbell 1979; Chesson & Warner 1981; Newbery
et al. 1986; Denslow 1987).
Among the many processes that contribute to the
spatial patterning of species is the well-known JanzenConnell model which generated a debate among ecologists (Janzen 1970; Connell 1971; Hubbell 1979; Clark
& Clark 1984; Schupp 1992; Burkey 1994). Janzen
(1970) and Connell (1971) demonstrated that host-specific seed and seedling enemies (herbivores or pathogens) play the role of 'spacing agents' by preferentially
attacking seeds or seedlings near conspecific adults;
seeds or seedlings some distance away from adults can
escape attack or may be subject to fewer attacks. Consequently, tree mortality is spatially organized, which
causes the adult trees to be less strongly aggregated and
reduces the possibility of finding conspecific neighbours. Given the large number of species present in
tropical forests, the gaps are more likely to be occupied
by some other species; this in turn tends to maximize the
number of species present in any given area. However,
many facts about spatial patterns in tropical rain forests
do not support this hypothesis (Hubbell 1979, 1980;
Fleming & Heithaus 1981). Considering the complexity
of these forests, it would be more realistic to expect the
mechanisms maintaining high diversity to differ from
between species, from time to time, and from location to
location, just as the resulting spatial patterns of species
differ between species, times and locations. Some process may dominate in a specific location and time while
others play minor roles, depending on the biology of the
species in presence, the environmental constraints, and
the spatial and temporal scales of the observations (He et
al. 1994).
In this paper, we analyse univariate spatial patterns
of conspecific trees in a Malaysian tropical rain forest.
The purposes of this study are to investigate how
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conspecific trees are spatiallyorganizedin the forest;to
demonstratethat in a tropical rain forest community
variousspatialdistributionscan occurdependingon the
spatial and temporalscales of the observations;and to
propose mechanisms to explain the observed spatial
distributions.We will attemptto demonstratethatmultipleratherthansingle controllingmechanismsareworking togetherto organise the structureand maintainthe
high diversity of this forest. We fully realise that the
analysis of multivariatespatialpatterns(i.e. patternsof
non-conspecific trees) would also be importantto gain
insight into the coexistence and competitionof species.
Since such a study would certainly be more difficult,
both theoreticallyand methodologically,given the 825
species found in our tropical forest plot, we limit the
presentpaperto univariateanalyses.

Material and Methods
Studysite
A tractof mappedforest, located at 102?18'W and
2? 55' N, was establishedin the Pasoh Reserve, Negeri
Sembilan, Malaysia,to monitorlong-termchanges in a
primaryforest (hereaftercalled the Pasoh forest). The
vegetation falls within the south-centralsubtypeof the
red meranti-keruingforest type of Wyatt-Smith(1987).
The uppercanopy is dominatedby red meranti,Shorea
section Muticae, especially S. leprosula, S. acuminata,
and S. macroptera. Other importantemergent canopy
species are Dipterocarpuscornutus (keruing),Shorea
maxwelliana (balau) and Neobalanocarpus heimii
(chengal).
Meanannualrainfallat Pasoh is ca. 2000 mm, one of
the lowest figures for peninsularMalaysia.
The foresttractunderstudyis a plot of 50 ha forming
a rectangle 1 km long and 0.5 km wide. The plot lies in
a mostly level plain of relatively uniform terrainbetween two meanderingstreams.About half of the plot
lies within a rangeof 2 m of topographicchange;a hill
rises in the centreof the plot to ca. 24 m abovethe lowest
point. The survey consisted of enumeratingall freestandingtrees and shrubs at least 1 cm in diameterat
breastheight(DBH),positioningeach one by geographic
coordinates on a reference map and identifying it to
species. The initialcensus of 1987 was repeatedin 1990.
The datafromthe 1990 surveyare used in this studyfor
spatialanalysis.Whenevernecessary,both surveyswill
be used, for example when comparingthe per capita
deathratesbetween rareand common species.

Data analysis
Relationshipbetweentree locations and elevation
To evaluatethe relationshipbetween species distributions and elevation, the number of individualsof a
species was counted in each of 1250 (20 m x 20 m)
quadrats,and the elevation in each quadratwas measured. Spearmanrank correlationwas used to evaluate
this relationship.To reduce computations, 100 of the
825 species (totalling45 201 individuals),were selected
at random;of these, only the species with over 300
individualswere included in the analysis. This restriction was made to minimize the number of quadrats
missing representativesof a species included in the
analysis. 36 species were retainedusing this criterion.
Donnelly statistic and clumpingindex
Several statistics have been proposed and patterns
detectedhave been interpretedin termsof species interactions (see Haase 1995 for a recent survey of methods
and Haase et al. 1996 for examples of interpretation).
We applied the nearest-neighbourdistance statistic to
detect whethera point patterndepartsfrom an assumed
randomPoisson point pattern(Clark & Evans 1954).
The method is biased if there is a strong edge effect.
Donnelly (1978) modified the statistic after simulation
experimentsto account for edge effects; the figures in
the following equationsareempiricalconstantsderived
by simulation.
r = , + 0.051 +

0.07A+ 0.037L

L-

)

(1)

(2)

n
where r(. is the Donnelly nearest-neighbourdistance
statistic corrected for edge effect; it is computed for
each species separately;s, is the standarderrorof the
Donnelly statistic;r-,= 0.5 /lp is the expected distance
to the first nearestneighbourwithout consideringedge
effect, with p = point densityin the study area(treesper
m2); A is the surface area of the study plot (m2); L is the

length of the boundaryaroundthe study area (m); n is
the numberof individualsof the species underconsiderationin the study area.
The value of the Donnelly statistic is transformed
into a standardnormaldeviatez which is amenableto a
z-test:
r - r

(3)

Sr

whererais the observedmeandistanceto the 1st nearest
neighbour.Spatialrandomnessis rejected in favourof

- Distributionpatternsof tree species in a tropicalrain forest clumpingor regularity,for extremevalues in the upper
and lower tails respectively (Kenkel 1988). Donnelly
suggested that this z-test is unbiased if the numberof
points is larger than seven in a study area of smooth
boundaries,like a square,rectangleor circle.
The ratio of the mean observedfirst nearest-neighbour distance (ra) to the Donnelly statistic defines a
clumping index CI = ra/rC.However, ra is subject to

sampling error,which is computed as z, x sr at the o
significancelevel, basedon Eq. 3; herea = 0.05. Hence,
we define the following patterns:
S
(a) Aggregatedpatternif
CI <

(b) Randompatternif
(c) Regularpatternif

ra

zoc Sr <
Cl
'c

rc
< ra + zocs,,
c

ra + Za S

CI

In the Pasoh forest, the Donnelly statistic and the
clumping index were used to determinethe spatialpatterns of all species, except those whose abundancesin
the whole plot were less than five individuals; 745
species were retainedfor the analysis.
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three species were not calculated because they were
representedby a single tree each.
Spatial patterns at different growth stages

The spatialpatternsof treegroupsat differentgrowth
stages fromjuveniles to adultswere evaluatedby dividing individualsof a species accordingto diameter(DBH)
size, based on the assumptionthat younger trees have
smallerdiametersthan adulttrees (Sterneret al. 1986).
He (1993) used diametersize and abundanceto classify
the Pasoh forest species into six groups:treelet-shrub,
understory, understory-midstory,dominant midstory,
sparse overstory and dominantoverstory species. The
threemost abundantspecies fromeach of the six groups
are used in the present study. The diametercriteria(in
DBH) correspondingto the growth stages are:
A
DBH 4 cm

B

C

D

5- 9 cm

10-25 cm

> 25 cm.

Species aredividedin two or more stages as follows:
Treelet-shrub
species- A:juvenile;B: adult:
Ardisia kunstleri,Ardisia spp., Diospyros nutans;

C:mature:
Understory
species- A:juvenile;B: premature;
Anaxagoreajavanica, Aporusamicrostachya,Ardisiacrassa;

Death rate, abundance and local abundance

Understory-midstory
species- A - C as abovecategory:

To evaluateand comparethe deathrates of rareand
common species, we used the per capita death rates of
the species, obtainedby comparingthe censuses of 1987
and 1990. Because the studyareais constant(50 ha) for
all species, abundanceswere used insteadof densitiesto
correlatewith per capitadeathrates. Since competition
usually occurs among neighbours, it seems more informative to comparethe per capita death rates to the
local abundancesof conspecificneighbours.Augspurger
(1984) has shownthatthe 'effect distance'of conspecific
adults on seedling survival can be as far as 25 - 50 m,
while otherstudiesshowedthatneighbourhoodeffect is
less than 20 m (Clark& Clark 1984; Schupp 1988). 20
m was chosen as an eclectic cutoff in the presentstudy.
The local abundancefor each species was calculatedby
counting conspecific trees within a 20-m radius circle
centred around each individual of that species. The
average of the counts was used as the local abundance
for that species. In following sections local abundance
as defined here will be called 'local density'.
Edge effect was eliminatedby includingonly individuals whose distancesto the boundarieswere at least 20 m.
Since randomlyrelocatingthe trees of all 825 species would be computationallyburdensome,the same
randomlyselected 100 species as mentionedabove were
used to compare the difference between the observed
local abundanceand its counterpartafterall trees in the
plot were randomlyrelocated.Conspecific densities of

Dacryodes rugosa, Rinorea anguifera,Xerospermumnoronhianum;

Dominantmidstory- A - C as above;D: overmature:
Gluta malayana,Shorea guiso, Sindoracoriacea;

Sparseoverstory- A - D as above:
Canariumlittorale var. rufa, Mesua ferrea, Pimelodendron
griffithianum;

Dominantoverstory- A - D as above:
Ixonanthes icosandra, Neobalanocarpus heimii, Shorea
maxwelliana.

Ourinterestis to detectchangesin spatialpatternsof
species through age rather than through an accurate
developmentalperiod.Therefore,we do not assumethat
the DBH criteriaused to define the growth stages are
biologically meaningful;the terms 'juvenile','mature',
etc. are used only for convenience.
Spatial behaviour within a patch

An aggregatedpatternmay exhibita regulardistribution at local scale because of competition within a
crowded patch (Pielou 1962; Campbell 1992). Therefore, a clumpingpatternmay be composedof two spatial
components: an overall aggregation, combined with
regulardistributionwithinpatches.Competitionoccurs
at very local scales in this situation.Pielou (1962) has
formulated a test for local scale competition using a
truncatedsample which consists of nearest-neighbour
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distancessmallerthanan arbitrarilychosen upperlimit.
In this test, the observed mean nearest-neighbourdistance for the truncatedsample is substitutedfor the
expected mean in an equation for a truncatedrandom
distribution,and a new local density for the crowded
individualsis estimated.A goodness-of-fit test is then
applied to the truncatedsample which is divided into
classes of equal expected frequencies,assumingspatial
randomness;a significant deficiency of individuals in
the first class indicates regularity.The key step is to
determinethe density A per unit circle (radius= 1 m; q,
the density per m2, is calculated by dividing A by it) and

the largest nearest-neighbourdistance (xo) of the truncated sample;xo is the radiusof the patch.
Campbell(1992) modified Pielou's methodusing a
graphicalanalysisto determinethe size of the truncated
sample xo. The expected first nearest-neighbourdistance of each point in ascending order, under the assumptionof randomness,is calculated from the equation:
i - 0.5
=
-In 1- Yi,= -ln( 05)

(4)

where i = 1, 2, ..., n;n is the number of points. This

equation enabled us to directly compare the observed
nearest-neighbourdistances (x) with the counterparts
(y) of a randomdistribution.If the observed point pattern is random,then it is expected thatthe relationship
betweenthe ascendingobservedandexpecteddistances
computedby eq. 4 follows a straightlinerunningthrough
the origin. Hence, a straight line with the expected
equationy = /Bvindicatesa randomdistribution;otherwise, either a convex curve (aggregation)is produced,
as shown in Fig. 1, or a concave curve (regularpattern).
The tangent intercept x, between the curve and the
expected straight line under the random model is a
convenient non-arbitrarytruncationlevel when applying Pielou's method since it marksthe turningpoint of
the overall aggregationin the observed distributionof
nearest-neighbourdistances; the squaredslope of this
line (f2) is the estimated density A of the truncated
sample.Insteadof Campbell'ssecond orderpolynomial
regression equation, we find that the best and most
stable function, to establish the relationshipbetween
observed and expected nearest-neighbourdistances by
regression,is:
y2=a+bx+cx2

(5)

Using the values estimatedfor parametersa, b andc, the
slope (p) and the tangentintercept(xo)of the expected
straightline (y = fix), which is the tangentto the Eq. 5,
are found to have the following equations:

4c-

b2

(6)

a

2
o =--

2a
b

(7)

The density q of the truncatedsample is pf2/1at size xo.
Object pairs falling below the regression line for
distancessmallerthanxo arethose thathave an observed
nearest-neighbourdistancelargerthan expected.These
pairsof pointsmay have a regulardistributionwithinthe
patch.To test whetherthe deviationdiffers significantly
from randomnessat x,, a one-tailed standardnormal
deviate test was applied, explained in more detail in
Pielou (1962) and Campbell(1992).
Results
The diversity of the plot is high: there are 334 077
individuals,belongingto 825 species. Thereis no clearly
dominantspecies.The mostabundantone, Xerospermum
accountsforonly 2.5 %of thetotalnumber
lnoronhianum,
of trees.
Species abundance

relation.- rarity vs. c'onmmonness

The relationshipbetweenabundanceandthenumber
of species possessing that abundance,i.e., the species
abundancedistribution,illustratesthe diversitypattern
of a community.Fig. 2 shows the frequencydistribution
of abundancecategories in log-base 2.
Species abundancesin the 50-ha Pasoh forestrange
from 1, i.e. a single individual,as found in 32 species, to
8959 individual trees of Xerosper-nlrn noronhianum,

the most abundantspecies. In the BarroColoradoIsland
forest Hubbell & Foster (1986) proposedthat the species whose densitiesareequalto or less thanone treeper
ha be consideredrare;this correspondsto 50 individuals
in our 50-ha plot. By virtue of this criterion,there are
300 rare species, accountingfor 36 % of all species of
the Pasoh forest.
Species distributions. tree locations vs. elevation

In the Pasoh forest, elevation is the only abiotic
variablefrom which we are able to evaluatethe effects
of the environmentalconditions on species distributions. The relationshipsbetweenelevationandthe distributionsof 36 randomlyselected species, with the abundanceof each species> 300, varywidely. Spearmanrank
correlationsvaryfrom- 0.256 to 0.408. Ca. 33 %of the
species show no significant relation with elevation;

?
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Fig. 1. Graphicalanalysis of within-patchspacing patternof Mallotus leucodermiswhose point location map is shown in Fig. 6.
A. Equationand curve, modelling the relationshipbetween observednearest-neighour(NN) distances and expected NN distances
under the assumptionof randomness.There are four points excluded from the graphbecause of their remotenessfrom the other
points, which impairscurve adjustment.B. Determinationof the slope ,3 and distance size (xo) of a truncatedsample.

among the remaining 67 %, half of them are positively
correlated with elevation (preference for positions higher
up the slope), and half negatively (preference for the
valley) (p < 0.01). The distributions of some of the
species could be well predicted by elevation. For example, logistic regression on elevation of the presence/
absence (in 20 m x 20 m quadrats) of the species
Anisophyllea corneri (723 trees in the Pasoh plot) showed
that 71 % of the quadrats are correctly predicted by the
logistic regression equation (the Spearman rank correlation between species distribution and elevation being
0.594.
Spatial patterns of tree species: overall analysis
Among the 825 tree species in the Pasoh forest, 80
species with abundances < 5 trees were excluded from
our spatial pattern analysis. Based on the z-test (Eq. 3),
there is only one (Galearia maingayi, 8 trees) among the
remaining 745 species, showing a significantly regular
distribution (p = 0.018); 145 species are classified as
having a random distribution (i.e. no significant departure from the null hypothesis of the z-test), accounting
for 19.5 % of these 745 species; 599 others (80.4 %),
have significantly aggregated distributions. Table 1

summarises the relationship between spatial distributions and species abundances. Most of the randomly
distributed species are rare (< 50 trees), while most of
the common species have aggregated distributions. The
most abundant of the randomly distributed species is
Pometia pinnata var. alnifolia (646 trees).
Population densities in tropical rain forests are usually low and nearest-neighbour distances among conspecific trees are relatively large. The density of the most
abundant species, Xerospermum noronhianum, in the
Pasoh forest is only 179 trees/ha, while its average
conspecific nearest-neighbour distance is 3.5 m. The largest average nearest-neighbour distance, for species represented by at least five trees, is thatof Sterculia macrophylla
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Table 1. Relationshipbetween spatialdistributionpatternand
species abundancefor the 745 species in the Pasoh forest. A
species with < 50 trees is classified as rarespecies.
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Fig. 2. Frequencydistributionof species abundancesin the
Pasoh forest. The horizontal axis is the abundancein logarithmbase 2. The numberof intervalsis 25. The fittedcurve is
a log-normaldistribution,S(R) = 66 exp (- 0.02174 R2)fitted
to the rightpartof the frequencydistribution,whereS(R)is the
numberof species in the R-th octave.
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randomlyselected species (see Methods).The observed
conspecific densities for all species are higher thanthe
randomized,which suggests that the distributionsof
species are aggregated.Of course, the measureof local
density changes with the size of the radius, but the
relationshipshown in Fig. 4 remains.
The local densityof a speciesnot only dependson the
total abundanceof the species in the whole study area,
butalso on the intensityof aggregation.For740 species,
Pearson'sr2between local density and total abundance
is 0.332 (r= 0.576,p = 0.0001), and 0.089

(r =- 0.298,

p = 0.0001) between local density and clumpingindex.
However, the r2 for the multiple correlationbetween
local densityandtotalabundanceplus clumpingindexis
0.474 (p = 0.0001), which is largerthanthe sum of the r2
values of the two simple regressions.
Per capita death rates: rarity vs. commonness

No positive correlationis found between per capita
density, eitherover the whole plot or at a
.20 m circle) (p > 0.231) for all species in
t, althoughthe relationis weakly signifi........
.... of abundance> 500 at a small scale (172

dlPath ratp and
600
Abundance

andclumpingindexCIof
Fig.3. Relationbetweenabundance
in
the
Pasoh
forest.
A.
All
745 tree species. The
species

dashedline correspondsto CI = 1, the solid line is the regression line. B. Enlargement showing the 659 species with
abundances< 1000.

(5 trees, nearest-neighbour distance = 272 m), while the

smallest averagenearest-neighbourdistanceis 2.5 m in
Pentace strychnoidea (627 trees).

Theregressionline in Fig. 3 indicatesthatthe clumping index slightly increases with the abundanceof the
species in the Pasoh forest. The coefficient of determination (,.2) between clumping index and abundanceis
0.0177 (p = 0.0003). Clumpingindexvaluesin Fig. 3 are
more scatteredamong rare species (left of the graph)
thanamong common species.

species, r2 = 0.0235, p = 0.0448). On the contrary, the

per capita deathrate is significantlyhigher amongrare
thanamongcommon species (Table2). Meanpercapita
death rate over all species of the Pasoh forest is 0.048.
The per capita death rate of the most common species
(> 3000 trees) is below thatmean, while for half of the
rarespecies it is above. Althoughthe death of an individualmayresultfrommanyfactors,competitionamong
neighbouringtrees may be important.
Spatial patterns: juveniles vs. adults

Spatialpatternschange over ages (diametersize) for
the 18 species investigated. 12 of the 18 species are
shown in Fig. 5. The generaltrendof the change is that
with increasingage, the spatialpatternshifts fromcloser
to looser aggregationor randomness,i.e. from lower to

Local conspecific densities: observed vs. randomized

The distancesamongconspecific treesaregenerally
large in the Pasoh forest; this decreases chances of
intraspecificinteractions.The Donnelly statisticof the
last section allowed testingof the null hypothesisthatan
observedpatternis randomover the whole plot. Herewe
compare the observed local densities of conspecific
trees to the densities afterrandomlyrelocatingthe trees
on the map. This comparisonprovides an intuitive insight into the local behaviourof tree aggregation.The
observedto randomizedlocal conspecificdensities,computed in a 20-m radiuscircle, is shown in Fig. 4 for 97

Table 2. Comparison of the per capita death rates between rare
and common species. The number of species in rare (< 50
trees) and common (> 50 trees) species groups is less than the
ones listed in Table 1 because death data are not available for
all species.

No. of species
Mean deathrate
Standarddeviation

Rare species

Common species

218
0.056
0.087

522
0.045
0.030

t-test for the differenceof per capitaldeathrate:
t = 2.69, d.f. = 738, p = 0.0074
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higher CI values. When including all trees (the T groups
in Fig. 5), most species display patterns of medium-size
aggregation, higher than in A but lower than in B, C or
D. The final growth stage of each species presents itself
either with a slightly aggregated or a random pattern.

in Fig. 6 which compares the distributions of the species. Anacolosa heptandra and Mallotus leucodermis
have similar abundances, but very different spatial distributions. A similar situation is found between Aporusa
microstachya and Anaxagorea javanica.
Overall, these populations are aggregated with greater
or lesser intensity (CI = 0.224 - 0.964). According to the
truncated sample test Mallotus leucodermis, Shorea

Spatial patterns: coarse versus fine scales
A test for the overall pattern of a population would
not reveal localized spatial behaviour, because competition usually occurs at the scale of nearest neighbours. 10
populations were selected to detect the local spatial
patterns of the species by the truncated sampling method.
These 10 species represent two distinct characteristics,
i.e, highly aggregated or very abundant; this is where
intraspecific competition is most likely to occur. The
point location maps of four of the 10 species are shown

pauciflora, Aporusa microstachya, Anaxagorea javanica, Rinorea anguifera andXerospermum noronhianum
show within-patch regularity (p < 0.05), whileAnacolosa
heptandra, Pimelodendron griffithianum and Gironniera
parvifolia do not. On the other hand, Knema laurina
displays more aggregation at small scales (< 3.19 m; p
= 0.012). This may be because of the biological characteristics of this species, such as its reproductive system
(dioecious), or some special environmental requirements.
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Discussion
Species-abundances relation

The species-abundancedistributionin many temperate and boreal plant communities have been described by a theoretical distributionsuch as the lognormal or logarithmic series. The species-abundance
distributionin the Pasoh forest is poorly fitted by them
because of the over-abundanceof rare species. The
same situationwas found in the BarroColoradoIsland
forest (Hubbell& Foster 1986). Apparently,the underlying processes determining the abundancerelations
between species are differentin tropicalrain forests. A
model which can accommodateandexplainthe extraordinarynumberof rarespecies is required.
Spatialpatterns of tree species
Any populationin a community,at a given scale of
observation,presentsone of three distributions:aggregated, random,or regular,dependingon the underlying
processes. It has been found that few species in nature
aredistributedin a regularway; on the contrary,most of
them are clumped,or appearto be randomlydistributed
at some given observation scale (Greig-Smith 1983).
Species in the Pasoh forest follow this generalpattern.
Only Galearia maingayiis regularlydistributed;aggre-

gated patternsare dominantat the scale of the whole
plot. The spatialpatternsof rarespecies are more variable thanfor common species.
Differentfactorsmay be at workin differenttypesof
species distributions.An aggregatedpatternmay occur
if seeds are randomlydispersedover a heterogeneous
environment,which in turn makes germinationvary
from site to site; or in a homogeneous environment,if
individualtreesgrow in family groupsdue to vegetative
reproduction,or by seeds with small dispersaldistance
(Feller 1943). Hubbell (1979) showed that in a tropical
dry forest, differentreproductivesystems do not necessarily lead to differentspatialpatterns,while the methods of seed dispersal result in different clumping
intensities of populations.Spatiallyheterogeneousenvironmentalconditions, such as topography,can also
leadto patchydistributionsfor some species (Hubbell&
Foster 1983). Of course, the factorsthatare responsible
for the spatialpatternof one species may not influence
anotherone.
Maintaining high dilversity

Severalhypothesesor theories,such as niche differentiation, disturbance,frequency-dependentmortality,
Janzen-Connellspacing, and lottery recruitment,are
frequentlyused to explain the high species richnessof
tropical rain forests (e.g. Janzen 1970; Connell 1971,

- Distributionpatternsof tree species in a tropicalrain forest 1978; Hubbell 1979; Chesson & Warner1981; Connell
et al. 1984; Denslow 1987). These models differ in that
they assume alternativeunderlyingmechanisms.However, tests of these models do rarely involve whole
communities (but see Connell et al. 1984). A mechanism at workfor one species need not controla community. The Janzen-Connellspacingmodel is applicableto
some abundantspecies in a rainforestin CostaRica, but
it is not certainthatthe same model is also valid for the
less abundant,let alone the rare species (Sterneret al.
1986). Hence, we would ratherexpect that any single
model is unlikely to explain the high diversityof tropical rain forests. It is more likely that these forests are
subjectedto multiple mechanisms,and that the importance of each one waxes and wanes depending on the
biological propertiesof species andthe spatialandtemporal scales of a study. The results in the presentstudy
seem to supportthis point of view. The following processes seem to play roles in maintainingthe high diversity in the Pasoh forest.
Environmental conditions. The spatial segregation

of species is due in this case to topographicalvariation,
providingconditions that meet the requirementof different species. This is the basis for the mechanism of
niche differentiation.
Spacing effect. It is generally statedthat as succession proceeds,spatialpatternsof populationsshift from
high to lower aggregationintensity, i.e. towardseither
more random or regular distributions (Greig-Smith
1961;Laessle 1965;Christensen1977;Hutchings1978).
Fordifferentreasons,Janzen(1970) andConnell(1971)
found a similar spacing effect in tropical rain forests,
which was also observedfor most abundantspecies in
the Pasoh forest. However, as far as spacing agents are
concerned,the situationis complicated.Herbivoresand
pathogensare not the only density- or distance-responsive spacing agents; environmentalfactors may also
modulatethe action of seedling predators(Thomsonet
al. 1996). Othermechanismssuch as competition(both
intra- or inter-specific), as well as gap dynamics, can
also be density-responsive.We have shown thatin very
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There are several reasons for a species to be rare; for
example, declining population(unsuccessfulreproductive or high death rate), recent immigration,or a small
proportionof suitablehabitat.Hubbell& Foster (1986)
found that most rare species are specialists either in
habitatutilization(topographyor edaphicconditions)or
in regenerationniche (relativelyephemeralor regenerative conditions in gap openings). It implies that a high
heterogeneityof environmentalconditionsis necessary
to accommodateso manyspecialistspecies. In the Pasoh
forest, we found thatthe environmentandits associated
diversity pattern are highly unpredictable(He et al.
1994) . On the other hand, we also showed that rare
species had significantly higher per capita death rates
thancommon species. This meansthatrarespecies have
higher turnover rates, which may allow them to use
regenerationniches andoccupy new gap openingsmore
quickly. This also indicates that rare species are not
favoured over common ones in the Pasoh forest, i.e.,
frequency-dependentmortalitydoes not work for this
forest. The same result was also observed for other
forests (Connell et al. 1984). The high per capita death
ratesof the rarespecies suggest thatthe maintenanceof
rarespecies is generallydifficult in the Pasoh forest.
Thelarge-scaleforestplotat thePasoh
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abundant species (e.g. Xerospermum noronhianum) or
highly patchy ones (e.g. Mallotus leucodermis),

intraspecificcompetitionis obvious at the local scale of
patches. Condit et al. (1994) also found that density
dependenceexists for two abundantunderstoryspecies
on the BarroColoradoIsland.But one shouldnot expect
density-dependenceeffects to be overwhelmingin tropical rain forests because most species are sparsely distributed.In any case, changes in the spatial patternof
conspecific trees of differentages can result from both
density-independentand density-dependentprocesses.
Rare species. Rarespecies arecruciallyimportantto
understandthe high diversity of tropical rain forests.
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